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What does it take to get to the top? If you are Mathews,® it’s inspiration, a history o

Mathews® is a proud supporter of
The National Archery in the Schools Program!

Over300,000 students taught nationwide in 2004!
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y of innovation and an unwavering dedication to making the world’s best bows!

New “Double Damper” Roller Guard

for even more vibration-cancelling performance

Best-ever combination of
speed and smooth-shooting!
New StraightLine
Cobra Cam

318* fps IBO!

TM

with dual perimeter
weights (fast like LX,
smooth like OUTBACK)

* Approximately

Archery is back in schools, thanks to the
National Archery in the Schools Program.
Today, more than 20 states have launched
pilot programs! NASP isn’t just about
archery. It’s about kids. Archery teaches
kids responsibility, discipline and respect.

It gets kids off the sofa and out-of-doors.
It appeals to students who are not the fastest,
strongest or most athletic. It even improves
school attendance! Do your part. Help get
archery into a school near you. For more
information, visit www.archeryintheschools.org
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14 A Look at Crossbows

ArrowTrade visited Mark’s Outdoor Sports in
Birmingham after Alabama allowed crossbow use in
the archery season. That retailer lobbied for the change
and was enjoying a remarkable 65 percent increase in
archery sales. Learn how crossbows sales are promoted
by John “Boo” Stiff (pictured on the show floor) and the
rest of the sales staff at that shooting sports retailer.
Then read what half a dozen major crossbow manufacturers, including TenPoint’s Rick Bednar (below) have
been doing to improve the 2005 crossbow lines.
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From The Publisher: Some Crossbow Cautions
An Alabama bow builder provides another perspective
on the trend toward opening archery seasons to crossbows.

8

Product Showcase
New scent products and BCY’s new approach to protecting
bow string servings.

26

ArrowTrade’s Kinsey’s Show Coverage
The industry’s second largest trade show continues to
be a cost-effective way to bring manufacturers and
and retailers together.

40

Broadheads Built For Speed
Pat Meitin’s comprehensive look at your broadhead choices
includes a three-level ranking system based on their likely
performance at the front of high speed arrows.

4

Scott Mackie demonstrates how
Crimson Talon broadheads are spinstabilized in flight.
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How You Can Encourage
Good Shooting Form
Here’s how to help customers
shoot better, when they give
you an opening to do so.
By Coach Larry Wise.

62

now you see it

Business Basics: Making
The Most Of The
Rep Relationship
John Kasun interviewed retailers
and sales reps like Ron Rette
(right) as he focused on this
important business partnership.

67

Industry News
Truglo moves into it’s own,
custom-designed facility.

70

Dealer to Dealer: Sponsoring Deer Contests
Find out what other retailers have learned about sponsoring
deer contests. Then earn a Buck Wear T-Shirt just for giving
input chosen for a future column.

72

Business Break: Local buying groups
If you don’t qualify for membership in one of the major buying
groups, you can still pool your purchasing power.

it’s not a sight
if you can’t see it
Every archery sight system has two
elements — front and rear. That’s why
we’ve paid close attention to both.

74

Bow Quivers For Traditional Archers
Back quivers may look romantic, but most stickbow shooters
carry their arrows up front. By Dale Karch and Todd Smith.

78

ATA News & Views
ATA CEO & President Jay McAninch
talks about the groundwork being
laid for long-term industry growth.

82

The new XCel sights from HiViz
utilize our rugged DURAbrite pins on
a durable frame and a unique rear
sight aperture that speeds target
acquisition in low light.
Easy set-up. Easy sight-in.

Product Directory
A quick guide to product coverage
in this issue and the Reader Service
numbers you can use to request
more information.
XCel Archery Sight

84

Bow Test: Parker Phoenix 34
The Phoenix family of bows is helping this Virginia business move up
in the ranks of bow builders. Find
out where Jon Silks ranks the model
shown with accessories at right.

98

Dear ArrowTrade: Letters
Don Chipman believes helping
archers see their pins again can
bring many older hunters back into
the sport. He’s helped to develop a
product to do just that.

NORTH PASS, LTD.
1941 HEATH PARKWAY, STE. #1
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524

(800) 589-4315
HIVIZSIGHTS.COM
Circle 193 on Response Card
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I

tend to identify with the people
I’m interviewing. It’s one of the
marks of a good reporter, but it
means on important issues I don’t
rely on a single source. I left Mark’s
Outdoor Sports with visions of
archery retailers from coast-to-coast
enjoying dramatic sales increases as
new crossbow seasons opened. But I
also asked Ben Pearson Archery
President Ed McPherson (pictured at
right) what he felt about Alabama’s
opening the archery season to crossbows last year. Comments from that
Alabama bow manufacturer offer a
good balance to what you’ll read
starting on page 14.
McPherson said the firm he now
heads dabbled in crossbow sales a
few years ago, and had to discount
them heavily to close out the
remaining inventory. He believes
many hunters buy them with the
notion they’re going to be able to
“knock down deer at 80 yards.”
Crossbows have a trigger, like a gun,
often carry scopes, like a gun, so it’s
natural to assume they have more
range than a hand-held bow.
McPherson said there are a lot of disillusioned crossbow hunters after
the first season they’re allowed to
hunt with other archers. “When you
see the pawn shops a year, two years,
three years later, they’re chock full of
crossbows. It’s not anything like
those buyers thought it would be.”

It’s not good for the whole of
archery if hunters get turned off to
bows and arrows because they didn’t
understand crossbows have the
same rainbow trajectory as handheld bows. In fact McPherson will
argue his hunting bow, with it’s
much longer draw stroke, packs
more energy and is more lethal than
a crossbow, while his target bow is
more accurate at long range.
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Cautions
But what about the hunters who
bought crossbows and liked them
just fine, the ones who had done
their research or got good guidance
from their dealers so they limited
their shots to normal bowhunting
ranges?If they were shooting a compound or traditional bow before
their
crossbow
purchase,
McPherson says the industry still
loses on the exchange. “The only
thing they’re coming back into the
store for is bolts and possibly broadheads. What reason do they have to
come back in and buy a new crossbow? That is a huge concern to me.
In my market active bowhunters are
buying a bow every 1.7 years, and
even in the ‘off’ years they’re buying
a tremendous amount of accessories.”
When you hand draw and shoot a
bow, McPherson said there’s a connection between yourself and the
weapon you lose in a crossbow.
That’s one reason recreational
shooting of crossbows is so limited,
that and the fact that it’s tiring to
cock the high-poundage models
popular now. McPherson said if
crossbow manufacturers would
sponsor shooters and promote tournaments and get people shooting
them outside hunting season, he
might feel differently. As things
stand now, he doesn’t see a reason
why individual retailers or the
industry as a whole should promote
people crossing over from shooting
a vertical bow to shooting a crossbow.
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